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VOIP DELAY FOR PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE

?agged based on threshold values. By analyZing the overall
and/or intermediate delays, one or more potential problem
segments can be isolated.

FIELD OF INVENTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention relates generally to predictive main
tenance for voice over interne protocol (VoIP) system. In
particular, the present invention analyZes data from a VoIP

set-up protocol message delays.

protocol monitor to detect and isolate problems with one or
more network segments.

sage exchanges.

FIG. 1 is a ?owchart that illustrates the analysis of call

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating call set-up protocol mes
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of the
invention.
FIG. 4 illustrates a call set-up protocol message exchange
for the embodiment in FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is a graph of delay measurements from the embodi

BACKGROUND
Customers communicating over a voice over interne pro

tocol (VoIP) network are severely impacted when an entire

ment in FIGS. 3-4.

network or even a portion of a network is rendered inoperable

FIG. 6 is a graph of delay measurements from the embodi

by unexpected failure of network hardware or software.
When a portion of a network is down, the quality of service
for a customer is degraded, and if a critical component of a

ment in FIGS. 3-4.
20

network is down, the basic services offered by VoIP carriers
such as phone calling can be suspended.
The problems associated with network failure due to soft

FIG. 1 is a ?owchart that illustrates the process of moni

toring call set-up initiation protocol delays to detect and iso

ware or hardware malfunctions are further exacerbated by

extended periods of downtime due to failure identi?cation. If
the malfunctioning components of a network are not readily
identi?able, the time taken to repair a problem can be

late a problem or a potential problem with one or more net
25

combination of connections and network elements. The ?ow
chart shows that overall and intermediate delays of call set-up
messages sent between network nodes as measured by a

to ?nd the failure. This not only increases the costs to the
30

initial call protocol message sent by a call initiating node and
a connection message later received by the call initiating node
indicating that a connection has been established with a call

are not capable of detecting potential/latent or partial failures
35

tion between the call initiating node and the call destination
node. The delays between request and response messages
between intermediate nodes necessary to establish the con
40

45

intermediate delays make up the overall call set-up delay.
FIG. 2, described below, illustrates the relationship between
the overall set-up delay and the intermediate delays.
FIG. 2 shows the exchange of call set-up messages between

50

a call initiating node 180, a call destination node 185, and
intermediate nodes 190-196. The messages are exchanged in
sequential order according to the numbers 1-12. The overall
delay is the difference in time between an initial call protocol
message 1 sent by the call initiating 180 node and a connec

Operations support systems are also not capable of isolat
ing the location or reasons for a speci?c network elements or

fying the failing node or nodes, the problem may only be

isolated through time-consuming troubleshooting. If multiple

nection between the call initiating node and the call destina
tion node are intermediate call set-up delays. The sum of the

performance and may exist undetected by operations support
systems until the connection totally fails.
connections that are causing a failure. For example, a particu
lar network node may fail, but because that node has been
rendered inoperable, the failed node will not be able to iden
tify itself as a problem. Without a method for readily identi

destination node. In a typical scenario, communication
between intermediate nodes is required to establish a connec

typical operations support systems until the software problem
develops into a total failure. Likewise, a latent hardware issue
such as a faulty wire connection may be impeding system

protocol monitor are received 100. The protocol monitor
measures the overall call set-up delay as the time between an

of detecting network failures, but operations support systems
before they become a total failure. For example, a software
error on a particular network node may signi?cantly slow
down a connection, but may not be detected as a problem by

work segments. A network segment includes any part of a
network such as a connection, a network element or any

extended by troubleshooting and testing components simply
customer, but also increases the costs of the network provider.
Systems such as operations support systems that have been
developed to manage the operations of networks are capable

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

nodes simultaneously failed, a particular problem with one

tion message 12 received by the call initiating node 180

node may not be even be detected until problems with other
nodes have been isolated and corrected because visibility to a

indicating that a connection has been established with the call
destination node 185. The delays of messages sent and

received between the intermediate nodes 190, 192, 194, and

problem may be masked by other unrelated problems. Thus,
there is a need for a method to automatically detect and isolate
total, partial, or latent total failures of network elements or
connections.

55

nection between nodes. For example, the intermediate delay
195 that is the difference between the exchange of messages

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
60

A method automatically detects and isolates total, partial,
analyZing delay data collected by an intemet protocol moni
col messages exchanged during the set-up or termination of
an internet protocol call connection are monitored and

5 and 6 can be isolated to the processing in intermediate node
194 or the connection between intermediate nodes 192 and
194.

Referring back to FIG. 1, the ?gure shows that the overall
call set-up delay time is then compared with an overall thresh

and latent total failures of one or more network segments by

tor during the set-up or termination of an intemet protocol
connection. The overall and/ or intermediate delays of proto

196 are the intermediate delays 195. Each of the intermediate
delays 195 is associated with an intermediate node or a con

old value 110. The overall threshold value can be, for
65

example, a 1 sigma threshold limit statistically derived from
empirical data of the normal overall call set-up delay for a
particular con?guration of call set-up nodes or equipment. If

US 8,665,861 B1
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the call set-up delay time is less than the overall threshold
value, indicating that the set-up delays are normal, the overall
call set-up delay values as measured by the protocol monitor
continue to be received 100. If the call set-up delay time is
greater than the overall threshold value, a potential network
segment total, partial, or latent failure has been detected 120
as evidenced by the long overall call set-up delay and the
deviation automatically triggers an analysis of the intermedi
ate delays.
The intermediate delay analysis can be triggered by an
alarm indicator indicating that the overall call set-up delay
has been exceeded. The alarm indicator can trigger the inter
mediate delay analysis and/ or can specify what kind of inter

be monitored in place of the set-up delays or in combination
with the set-up delays in a multiplicity of combinations.
FIGS. 3-6 illustrate an example of the monitoring and
analysis of Standard Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) mes
sages, a typical protocol for setting up voice over intemet

protocol (VoIP) phone calls, to isolate problems or potential
problems in call set-up network equipment or segments of the
call set-up network. This embodiment utiliZes the method
described in the ?owchart illustrated in FIG. 1. FIG. 3 is a

diagram that shows the topology of VoIP call set-up network
equipment and FIG. 4 illustrates a SIP message exchange
between network devices from FIG. 3 involved in setting up a
connection for aVoIP call. FIGS. 5-6 are graphs that show the

mediate delay analysis is to be performed. For example, the

overall and intermediate delay values respectively for the

alarm indicator may indicate that the intermediate delay

devices in FIGS. 3-4.
FIG. 3 illustrates a SIP monitor 250 monitoring SIP mes

analysis should start with particular intermediate delays and
then be expanded to other intermediate delays if necessary.
Also, different levels of threshold values can be set to trigger

different levels of response and different types of analysis.
The different levels of response and analysis can be triggered

through the alarm indicator.
To isolate which segment of the call set-up network is
causing the excessive overall call set-up delay variation, the
intermediate set-up delays are compared with intermediate
threshold values 130. Like the overall delay threshold value,

20

ing and the receiving of SIP messages by each of the network
components during the set-up of VoIP connections. VoIP call
25

operation of an embodiment of the invention. VoIP call center
225 is a call center initiating aVoIP phone call connection and
VoIP call center 235 is a destination call center receiving the
30

VoIP phone call.
Although in this embodiment, the SIP monitor 250 is a

single device, in alternative embodiments, multiple SIP

ment of the call set-up process causing the long delays can be
a single element such as a network node or a connection

between network nodes or combinations of network nodes or

centers 225, 235, and 245, are connected to border elements

220, 230, and 240, respectively, for purposes of describing the

the intermediate threshold values can also be statistically
derived. If one or more of the intermediate call set-up delay
times are greater than their respective intermediate threshold

values, the segment of the call set-up process causing the long
delays are isolated 140 by analyZing the intermediate call
set-up delay times associated with network nodes. The seg

sages exchanged between VoIP call set-up network compo
nents. In this embodiment, the call set-up network compo
nents are border elements 220, 230, and 240, an application
server 210, and call carrying equipment 200. The SIP monitor
250 measures the intermediate delays 255 between the send

35

monitors can be distributed throughout the network to moni
tor the network elements. Also, a variety of devices can be
connected to the network through the border elements includ

connections. Also, the segment or segments causing the long

ing any type of audio, video, or other multimedia communi

delays can be in failure states that include partial, total, or

cation device or terminal that is capable of engaging in an

potential failures. An example of the isolation of network

internet protocol connection.

nodes is described in detail in the embodiment described in
FIGS. 3-6.
In the ?owchart both intermediate and overall delays were

40

monitored, measured, and collected and the intermediate
delays were only analyZed when the overall delays exceeded
a threshold value. In an alternative embodiment, the interrne
diate and overall delays can be analyZed in a variety of com

45

binations. For example, only the intermediate delays can be
monitored and compared with threshold values regardless of
the overall delays. In another embodiment, the overall delay
or a single intermediate delay can be the only delay moni
tored. In yet other embodiments, a combination of the inter

intermediate delays. The method described in the ?owchart
can be used to isolate speci?c problems with segments of a
network in both commercial and consumer topologies. In this
embodiment the analysis of intermediate delays was per
formed after the threshold value was exceeded, but an analy
sis of intermediate delays can also be triggered when the
overall call set-up delay falls below or is equal to a threshold
value.

50

arrows in the ?gure represent the exchange of the SIP mes
sages and the direction that SIP messages are being passed
between the components during the VoIP call connection
set-up. The direction and order of the SIP messages can vary

signi?cantly from this example depending upon user inputs
or on the types of connections being established. For

example, if two nodes have di?iculty communicating, mul
55

tiple invite or 100 trying messages can be exchanged in addi
tion to those shown.

60

The overall call set-up delay 300 is the difference in time
between the sending of an invite SIP message from the border
element 220 to the call carrying equipment 200 and the
receipt of the 183 session progress SIP message from the call

carrying equipment 200 at the border element 220. Delays
310-350 are intermediate call set-up delays between the net

work call set-up components. For example, intermediate

Also in the ?owchart, call set-up delays, opposed to termi
nation delays, were monitored to identify and isolate latent
total, partial, orpotential failures. Overall and/ or intermediate
call termination delays for an interne protocol connection can

axis illustrates the network elements monitored for SIP mes

sage exchanges, the border elements 220 and 230, the call
carrying equipment 200, and the application server 210. The

mediate delays and overall delays canbe used to ?ag potential
problems in the nodes involved in call set-up. The delays for
certain nodes can be monitored more closely and different
threshold values can be determined and set for the overall or
intermediate delays as well as for combinations of overall and

FIG. 4 is an illustration of the exchange of SIP messages
between network elements to establish the VoIP phone call
connection between the VoIP call center 225 initiating the
phone call and the VoIP call center 235 that is the intended
destination of the call shown in FIG. 3. The vertical axis
represents time or the progress of the call and the horizontal

65

delay 320 is the difference in time between the sending of an
invite SIP message from the call carrying equipment 200 and
the reply of a 100 trying SIP message from the application
server 210.

US 8,665,861 B1
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Although in this embodiment the overall call set-up delay

This method detects and isolates total, partial, and latent

300 is the time betWeen the sending of the invite SIP message
from the border element 220 and receipt of the 183 session
progress SIP message at the border element 220, the overall
call set-up delay 300 can be de?ned differently. For example,
the overall call set-up delay can be de?ned as the difference in
time betWeen the sending of the invite SIP message from the
border element 220 and receipt of the 183 session progress
SIP message at the call carrying equipment 200 from the
border element 230. In this case, the overall call set-up delay
is the combination of the intermediate delays 310-340.

total failures of one or more netWork elements or connections

by analyZing delay data collected by an intemet protocol
monitor during the set-up or termination of an intemet pro
tocol connection. While various embodiments of the inven

tion have been described above, it should be understood that

they have been presented by Way of example only, and not
limitation. Thus, the breadth and scope of the invention
should not be limited by any of the above-described embodi
ments, but should be de?ned only in accordance With the

folloWing claims and their equivalents. While the invention
has been particularly shoWn and described With reference to
speci?c embodiments thereof, it Will be understood that vari
ous changes in form and details may be made.
What is claimed is:

After the call set-up messages are exchanged and a VoIP
connection is established, the VoIP call centers 225 and 235
can communicate 370 over the VoIP connection using a media

protocol such as real-time transport protocol (RTP).

1. A method, comprising:
receiving overall call protocol delay information related to
call set-up session initiation protocol messages

FIG. 5 is a graph of the overall call set-up delay 300 as
measured by the SIP monitor 250 from FIG. 4. The vertical

axis in this graph is time delay measured in milliseconds (ms)
and the horizontal graph is measurement time in hours. Each
data point in this graph is the average of the overall call set-up
delay measurements for thirty minutes. The dashed line at
220 ms is the overall call set-up delay threshold 420. The

20

elements, the overall call protocol delay information
including information about a plurality of intermediate
delays related to connections betWeen the plurality of

threshold 420 as Well as the sampling can be adjusted to

accommodate the volume of data, the statistical limits
imposed, or the sensitivity of the monitoring or call set-up

25

threshold;
triggering an intermediate delay analysis if the overall call
protocol delay information exceeds the overall time

ous problem is desirable, the threshold limits can be tightened
and the sampling rate increased to target that problem.
30

delay threshold;
processing the plurality of intermediate delays With refer

overall call set-up delay threshold 420 except for overall call
set-up delays 410 and 415 at measurement hours eight and
ten, respectively. The overall call set-up delay 410 is 310 ms

ence to a respective intermediate time delay threshold of

a plurality of intermediate time delay thresholds,

and the overall call set-up delay 415 is 225 ms. At the time of

their detection, the excessive overall call set-up delays 410
and 415 trigger further analysis of the intermediate delays

netWork elements;
processing, during the call set-up, the overall call protocol
delay information With reference to an overall time delay

equipment. For example, if early detection of a less conspicu
The graph shoWs that all of the measurements are beloW the

exchanged for a call set-up betWeen a call initiating
node, a call destination node and a plurality of netWork

35

310-350 of FIG. 3 to determine Which netWork elements or

Wherein at least tWo of the plurality of intermediate time
delay thresholds are different; and
identifying a segment as being in a failure state in response
to an associated one of the plurality of intermediate

connections caused the excessive delay.

delays exceeding the respective intermediate time delay

FIG. 6 is a graph that shoWs the intermediate delay mea
surements for delays 310-350 at hours eight and ten, the times
of excessive overall call set-up delays 410 and 415 from FIG.

threshold, Wherein an intermediate time delay of the
plurality of intermediate time delays is a difference in
time betWeen receiving a send time indicator associated
With an initial call set-up session initiation protocol mes
sage sent from the call initiating node in a netWork and
receiving a receive time indicator associated With the
call initiating node receiving a response call set-up ses
sion initiation protocol message sent from a responding

4. The vertical axis in the graph is time delay measured in
milliseconds (ms) and the horizontal axis in the graph shoWs
the delays 310-350 of FIG. 3. The triangle data points are the
intermediate delays for the hour eight measurement time 510
and the square data points are the intermediate delays for the
hour ten measurement time 520. The graph also shoWs the
threshold limit for each of the intermediate delays at ?fty
milliseconds 530. Although the threshold limit for each of
these intermediate delay measurements in this embodiment

40
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node in a netWork in response to the initial call set-up

50

are all the same, in alternative embodiments, the intermediate

threshold delay can be different for each intermediate delay
measurement.

The graph shoWs that at measurement hour eight the delay
measurement 512 and at measurement hour ten the delay
measurement 522 for delay 320 exceed the threshold limit
530 of ?fty milliseconds. The graph also shoWs that at hours
eight and ten the delay measurements 514 and 524, respec

55
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rying equipment 200 and responses sent from the application
server 210. The sloW response from the application server 210
isolates the application server 210 or the connection betWeen

the call carrying equipment 200 and the application server
210 as the potential cause for the long overall call set-up delay
measurements in FIG. 5.

set-up session initiation protocol message produced by
the responding node and received by the call initiating
node, the call initiating node and the responding node
are any tWo nodes in the netWork.

tively, for delay 350 exceed the threshold limit 530 of ?fty
milliseconds. In this case, both of the delays 320 and 350
involve SIP message exchanges being sent from the call car

session initiation protocol message, the initial call set-up
session initiation protocol message sent by the call ini
tiating node prompts a plurality of call set-up session
initiation protocol messages propagated betWeen the
plurality of netWork nodes to trigger the response call

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the netWork elements
are involved in a call set-up process betWeen the call initiating
node and the call destination node.
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the segment is involved
in a call set-up process betWeen the call initiating node and the
call destination node.
4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the failure state includes
a partial failure state.

65

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the connections betWeen
netWork elements includes a connection betWeen adjacent
netWork elements.

US 8,665,861 B1
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6. A method, comprising:

With an initial call set-up session initiation protocol
message sent from the call initiating node in a netWork
and receiving a receive time indicator associated With
the call initiating node receiving a response call set-up
session initiation protocol message sent from a
responding node in a netWork in response to the initial
call set-up session initiation protocol message, the
initial call set-up session initiation protocol message
sent by the call initiating node prompts a plurality of

receiving overall time delay information related to call

set-up session initiation protocol messages exchanged
for a call set-up betWeen a call initiating node, a call

destination node and a plurality of netWork nodes, the

overall time delay information including information
about a plurality of intermediate time delays;

processing, during the call set-up, the overall time delay
information With reference to an overall time delay

threshold;

call set-up session initiation protocol messages
propagated betWeen the plurality of netWork nodes to
trigger the response call set-up session initiation pro

triggering an intermediate delay analysis if the overall time
delay information exceeds the overall time delay thresh

old;

tocol message produced by the responding node and
received by the call initiating node, the call initiating

receiving from a netWork protocol monitor the plurality of
intermediate time delays, Wherein each one of the plu
rality of intermediate time delays is associated With a
netWork node;
processing the plurality of intermediate delays With ref

node and the responding node are any tWo nodes in the
netWork.

erence to a respective intermediate time delay thresh

old of a plurality of intermediate time delay thresh
olds, Wherein at least tWo of the plurality of
intermediate time delay thresholds are different; and

20

includes a netWork connection.

identifying a netWork segment as causing an overall time

delay if an associated intermediate time delay exceeds

the respective intermediate time delay threshold,
Wherein an intermediate time delay of the plurality of
intermediate time delays is a difference in time
betWeen receiving a send time indicator associated

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein identifying the netWork
segment as causing the overall time delay includes:
generating an alarm indicator When the overall time delay
information exceeds the overall time delay threshold.
8. The method of claim 6, Wherein the netWork segment

25

9. The method of claim 6, Wherein the netWork node is
initiating an Internet protocol connection.
10. The method of claim 6, Wherein the netWork node is
terminating an intemet protocol connection.
*
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